
1. Introduce Christian Johnstone Austal CFO. 
2. Paddy our CEO send his apologies, but he is in the US for a Board meeting.
3. Good opportunity to talk through H1 results and clarify a few things based on the 

consistent question received on the virtual roadshow.
4. Also talk through some of the announcement made by Government immediately 

before results on the outcomes of the Surface Combatant review.
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1. Revenue down mainly due to lack of commercial orders in Australasia. 
Recruitment in the first half will continue to support the revenue growth.

2. EBIT/ EBITDA up on FY2023 H1
3. NPAT up but includes high USA tax Charge (timing of LCS & EPF completion)
4. No dividend declared due to future requirement for cash on CAPEX
5. Net cash reduced due to investment in the business predominantly on San Diego 

support facility & dry dock.
6. Biggest feature of the results is the orderbook and opportunities in light of 

Commonwealth announcements and the success we have had from the strategy 
pivot 3 years ago. More about those orders and associated growth on next few 
slides.
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1. 3 years ago a good orderbook looked like 5 ships and $3bn
2. Today we are on approximately 20 programs across the US and Australia with an 

order book of $12.7bn
3. Significant growth in orderbook on contracted programs (assuming options are 

exercised)
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1. Aiming to develop the significant Defence announcements into contracts through 
the strategic shipbuilding agreement
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1. The profile of Austal USA’s ship build program is shown in the chart.
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1. The profile of Austal Australia’s ship build program is shown in the chart.
2. Minister for defence industry in Australia announced Austal will build 2 more 

ECAPES. Australian Government has also announced its intention for the Medium 
landing craft and hopefully heavy landing craft to be built under the Strategic 
Shipbuilding Agreement - this is subject to contract but should total cc.$4bn.

3. The Australian Surface fleet review has provided for 8 General Purpose Frigates 
(in addition to the 3 General purpose frigates to be built overseas) and 6 Large 
Optionally Crewed Vessels to be built in Australia
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1. The graphs show historical share price, EBIT margin and order book.
2. The revenue chart shows potential for future growth based on orders that have 

been won (including the exercise of options for further vessels). 
3. The Order book is shown inclusive of all of the OPC, TAGOS & LCU contracted 

options (including those that have not yet been exercised) 
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1. A comparison of recent trading multiples for Austal compared to Defence Prime 
peers is shown in the table.
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1. We have spent the last 2 years growing the order book and bringing diversity of 
programmes to the business

2. Not only are we looking broadly on programmes we are looking further into the 
future through funded design studies

3. In the past we have looked to exclusively prime shipbuilding contracts; we are 
now working with partners as a major subcontractor

4. We believe we are well placed for a positive, long-term outlook due to the orders 
won and future opportunities; resolution of the DoJ/SEC proceedings in the US 
should add to confidence over the long term outlook

5. Now is the right time to invest so the facility is ready for any programme we have 
won or look to bid for over the next 30 years.
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Clarify guidance and open for questions
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